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HALL OF FAME: ONLINE CLASSES EDITION
Folks, it’s been, to say the least, a tiny bit of a rough season. From general anxiety
around the endlessly fluctuating status of the Virus™ all around us (and the ranging
restrictions that seem to change faster than you can say Lord Denning) to the constant
sense for a lot of people that online classes seem like more work—which, in certain
cases, is actually objectively true—the fall semester has been a tough one for almost
everyone in at least some aspect any way you slice it.

That’s why it’s even more
appreciated than usual when
professors step up to the plate to be
creative, to really, really put in a lot of
extra effort, and to go above and
beyond the call of duty to try and
adapt their class formats to the current
circumstances. We’re still in this for at
least another semester (fingers
crossed, yo), so we’re taking the time
to give a few shout-outs to profs that
we’ve personally had who deserve
pats on the back for making this
semester a little easier on us students
—maybe not academically, but
certainly mentally. Cheers to you all
and welcome to the Canons Hall of
Fame (a completely meaningless
accolade in the real world, but one
you should maybe still feel a tiny bit
happy about).
P.S. Among us contributors, we haven’t had
classes with anywhere close to every prof in the
faculty, so while we’re sure every prof is
awesome, these are just some whose classes
we’ve actually had and can speak to personally.
But don’t let the absence of a prof’s name on here
influence you in any way about the quality of their
class (this goes without saying, but we wanted to
make it clear). Also, these reviews are totally
100% subjective.

Canons of Construction

PPSL (Buckwold)
Corporations (O'Byrne)
Tax (Sprysak)
Crim Pro (Penney)
Jurisprudence (Nye)
Law & Policing (Tchir & Tchir)
MORE CLASSES IN THE FORTHCOMING...

Big Book of
Course Reviews
Course selection on your mind? Had
an less than ideal semester? Want to
know what that class is actually like?

Canon's Big Book of Course Reviews
coming soon to a webpage/e-mail/FB
feed near you!
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PPSL (Buckwold)

Corporations (O’Byrne)

Buckwold’s direct and to-the-point
lecturing style was legitimately the
only thing that held this course
together for me. I’m not typically one
for straight-statute courses and that’s
basically what PPSL is: interpreting
vast swathes of the (extremely dense)
Personal Property Security Act.

If you’ve never had the pleasure of
taking a class with O’Byrne, I highly
recommend you rectify that ASAP. It
seems like there is no question, no
concept, and no challenge she hasn’t
encountered before, and she’s willing
to re-explain concepts however many
times you need over the phone even if
you have to call her four times in four
days.

There are about a hundred tiny
exceptions and exceptions-to-theexceptions in this course and the only
way that a doofus like me can make it
through is with a stellar professor who
1) knows the material inside and out,
and 2) can explain complex passages
in a way that condenses a five-line
run-on sentence with “collateral” in it
eight times to a single concise
takeaway bullet.
To speak to the online front
specifically, Buckwold makes her
lectures into asynchronous MP4
recordings and downloadable
PowerPoints that you can watch on
your own time, then supplements
those lectures with practice questions
that she goes through during a
roughly hour-long live session once a
week. It’s practical and effective for
online learning, at least from this
student’s perspective.

Her online lectures range from
being 20 minutes long to being 50minute behemoths, but she
categorizes and schedules her online
course so that it seems pretty
seamless between the online delivery
and what the in-person experience
would have been like.
She also does a short (like 15-30
minutes) live lecture once a week to
answer questions and review the
answers to questions she’s posed in
that week’s recorded lectures. She
sticks to her uploading schedule
(which, sadly, means you’ll probably
never really be “ahead,” but that’s just
how law school feels 24/7), breaks
down crazy complicated cases into
actual digestible chunks, and makes
you feel validated when you ask a
question, which is just a nice jewel of a
perk in these trying times. 10/10 would
recommend

I didn't know my grade in the
course at the time I wrote this, so
know that this is totally unbiased.
Thank you for being awesome,
Tamara.

Canons of Construction
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Tax (Sprysak)

Crim Pro (Penney)

Everyone always says Sprysak
breaks down the infamous tax law
system in a way that is so
straightforward that it makes Tax
actually enjoyable, which no one at
any other law school ever seems to
say. It seems this holds true for his
online delivery, too.

Penney’s flipped classroom model
is perfect for Zoom School of Law.
Penney posts short “podcasts” before
each class, that involve him going
through a PowerPoint presentation
about basically everything you need
to know for the topic covered. These
podcasts are typically short, and they
are to the point, which makes
watching them easy and engaging.
For the actual class component, there
is less substantive material discussed
compared to other classes, and
instead, class is focused on applying
the material by doing things such as
practice problems (with lots of funny
clips spliced in throughout). Plus,
literally everything is recorded, which
is always good for review, or being
able to do things on your own time if
you’re not able to make it to class.

Chris takes a different approach
than most: he makes his notes and
podcasts all-encompassing, meaning
there’s an easy way to keep track of
exactly what you need to know. And,
that’s right, he makes his class into
podcasts: audio tracks without any
accompanying visual components.
This can be good and bad: good
because he uploads new content
regularly that you can listen to without
feeling as if you have to watch
anything on a split-screen, but bad
because his soothing voice can
sometimes get dangerously close to
an ASMR video. (Don’t watch them
too close to bedtime.)
It seems like every class this
semester encountered some kind of
learning curve, but Sprysak had unit
tests and a midterm that were both
failsafe and devoted his time to two
live Q&A sessions a week where he
was willing to answer anything and
everything tax-related, whether he
covered it in his lecture podcasts or
not. Plus he drops in wry little jokes
into his podcasts, which is always nice.

Canons of Construction

I found this really worked for me
during Crim Pro because an hour and
twenty minutes of staring at my screen
and frantically typing down everything
a prof was saying was less than an
ideal class experience, especially
compared to how I remember classes
being like last year. It’s pretty clear that
Penney puts in the effort to make
classes enjoyable, and class gives you
lots of opportunities to interact with
others and the prof, which made the
class stand out for me.
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Jurisprudence (Nye)

Law and Policing (Tchir and Tchir)

Despite the conversational and
participative nature of the class, Nye
did a really great job of facilitating the
course through zoom and
encouraging active participation
without making it awkward. She does
her best to stick with the “hand raise”
function so that people aren’t
interrupting or talking over each other,
but even more so, it avoids the
awkwardness that comes when the
zoom class waits to see who’s brave
enough to speak first.

Law and Policing is taught by a
lovely couple, Lisa and Richard Tchir.
Their approach to Zoom university has
been to understand the student
experience by talking to their
daughter, who is a student, and
implement changes to their course in
order to be understanding to the
realities of studying in the time of
corona.

This format allowed everyone to
get their participation in on their own
time, and even gave you time to think
about what you wanted to say before
actually having to say it (introverts
rejoice!). Chill breakout rooms were
also used effectively to help the class
breakdown more complicated
questions in a casual, low-stakes
environment. Overall a great class to
take if you’re itching for (interesting)
human interaction, and the
participation mark isn’t a worry at all
despite zoom school of law.

Canons of Construction

They bring a wealth of knowledge
from their backgrounds as
prosecutors, and they have a semester
packed full of amazing guest lecturers,
from defence counsel to police
officers. The lectures, including the
guest lectures, have been full of
opportunities for participation, making
it much more engaging when you
have to sit down for a few hours in the
evening.
It is a paper-based course, but
they assign position papers where
students can practice their persuasive
writing while still getting the full
benefit of traditional fact-pattern
analysis. This is a great class to take for
anyone who prefers writing to final
exams, or anyone who has an interest
in criminal law. 10/10 recommend!
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Primary sources:

An interview with Kieran
Brennan

Canons: People often say that
firms have a “personality.” How
would you describe Bennett Jones’
personality?
Kieran: I think there’s no one single
“Bennett Jones student.” They hire
an assortment of people, and I
agree with that because you have
every spectrum of personality
there. We’re all capable; I would
trust anyone in my class to do some
work on my behalf if I couldn’t do
it. It’s a rich assortment of
personalities. I think I never really
felt that there was a “type” of
Bennett
Jones,
and
they’ve
admitted to that—they have quite
an assortment of hiring criteria, and
they build a class they think they’ll
work well together, which means
you get tons of people who you
never would have necessarily
guessed would have been together.
What were your expectations for
what was going to happen during
your summer like and how did that
compare with what it was really
like with the impact of COVID?
With COVID, I think the expectation
was that we were going to stay
home all summer at the start. That
was the beginning of COVID at the
firms, no one really knew what was
going on, or how to plan and
structure the summer program at
that point. Almost all the lawyers
and office staff at Bennett Jones
were set up to work at home, so
how do summer students fit into
that?
Canons of Construction

Kieran Brennan is a current 3L
who summered as a 2L student
with Bennett Jones’ Calgary
office last year Canons chatted
with him about the eternal
summer student fear of missing
a piece of research for a memo,
the experience of working
during COVID-19, and the
advice he wish someone had
told him when he was about to
summer.

This Canons of
Construction content
was generously
sponsored by Bennett
Jones (thank you!).
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A big part of the summer
student experience is getting
into the office, meeting lawyers,
and doing the work in person.
How do you reconcile that when
everyone’s at home?
Bennett
Jones
specifically
started us at home for the first
few weeks with the intention of
bringing us into the office and
they did bring us into the office
by, I believe, the end of June or
beginning July, and at that
moment the office was slowly
reopening,
at
around
35%
capacity. Bennett Jones, to their
credit, they specifically wanted
to bring us in as soon as possible
because they knew that being in
person to talk about files and
meet lawyers and learn the basics
and fundamentals of how to
practice law in that type of office
was much more valuable than
sitting at home. So the majority
of my summer experience was in
person, even though we were in
the pandemic, and not as many
lawyers were there at the time.
So there were the normal
protocols—the same as the ones
we see all over the place today—
arrows around the office for
where to walk, you had to wear a
mask, and so on and so forth.
What I think resonated with me
most was COVID kind of threw
everything for a loop w/r/t
summer students, and Bennett
Jones specifically took the
actions to maximize the ability
for summer students to get a
good first experience with the
firm. That meant the articling
students were pushed back a
little bit, the incoming associates
were pushed back, so the only
younger workers there were
students.

Canons of Construction

There must have been a lot of
times where you didn’t know
what to do, then, if the work
was more complex.
Yeah, no doubt about that. Being
a law student and being a lawyer
are
very
different
things,
specifically on the corporate
side. The lawyers at Bennett
Jones knew that, so they always
told us to reach out and ask if
we didn’t understand something.
There were plenty of times I got
thrown something, didn’t know
how to do it, and slowly figured
it out and built my portfolio of
knowledge. There’ll be a few
times when you do something,
think you did it right, and then
the lawyer comes back and tells
you that you might have to do it
again
differently—and
that
happens a lot with drafting,
sometimes because the lawyer
isn’t entirely sure when they
assign the work how they want
the end product to work. So
there will be times as a summer
student where you don’t know
what to do; there will be times
as a lawyer where you don’t
know what to do; and you have
to just accept that and roll with
it.
You have to check your ego at
the door and be ready to admit
when you don’t know something
and work to figure that out. You
hit the textbooks, Westlaw,
LexisNexis, and solve that
problem. It stays the same when
you’re a lawyer, but the process
is so much more daunting
because as a summer student
you’re so fresh and so new.
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As a summer student, you often
get thrown assignments where
you need to find solution to a
problem that has never been
tested before.
Oh, definitely. I worked on this
one memo for a novel problem—
never been litigated before,
never
been
tested—and
it
ballooned
into
this
huge
Frankensteinian monster, and it
was massive—it ended up being
55 to 60 pages of work I just
slaved over.
I handed it in and thought I
would have missed something,
but the partner came back and
said, “This is exactly what we’re
looking for; if we go to trial, we
know what sources and potential
avenues we have.” So there’s
always the potential that you
miss something that I don’t think
ever goes away, but all lawyers
were once students. Those
challenges you face every day of
questioning whether something is
right, whether you missed
something—they were once there
and
they
understand
and
sympathize with you. That helps
you put the worrying aside,
knowing they’re humans who are
just like you. They have gaps in
their knowledge that they’re
working to solve, and as a
summer student, you’re part of
the process of solving them. A
lot of the time, there is no
answer—you have to build one
from case law.

Canons of Construction

What general advice do you
have for newly-hired students
about to go into their summer
jobs in the next few months?
In the context of COVID, your
firms will all approach it
differently, but if you get the
opportunity to go into the firm,
meet
as
many
lawyers—
associates, partners, whoever—
as you can. Introduce yourself,
say hi, shark your hand if that’s
even possible anymore. It
matters.
The best piece of advice I was
given was that no one tells you
that this entire thing that we’re a
part of—it’s up to you what you
make of it. If you want to get
involved with a specific working
group, don’t just sit there—go to
them and tell them exactly that.
Ask to go to coffees. Ask to go
to drinks, ask to be a part of it.
Because if not, people will never
know that you wanted to do
something and then those
opportunities will be missed. Be
someone who’s willing to show
up and do the work, but also
someone who’s investing in the
firm the same way as they’re
investing in themselves. Long
story
short,
this
is
an
opportunity to invest in your
future—so give it the attention it
deserves
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IMPEACHMENT ROUND II: IS IMPEACHMENT A DEAD
TOOL?
By: Cailey Severson (2L)

What is the utility of impeachment
when politics stands in the way?
Earlier this month, I watched the
Senate trial of former President Donald
Trump with bated breath. Instinctively,
I knew he would not be convicted of
his charge, alleging he incited the
January 6th insurrection on the
Capitol. For a president to be
convicted by a Senate trial, two-thirds
(or 67 senators) must vote to convict.
The current Senate has 48 Democratic
senators, 2 independent senators
(who tend to vote with the
Democrats), and 50 Republican
senators. For a conviction, 17
Republican senators would have had
to vote against a president with their
own party affiliation. By way of
example, when Trump was
impeached the second time by the
House of Representatives, only 10
Republicans voted against him; and
yet, the process was the “most
bipartisan impeachment” in history
(Business Insider, January 13). To flip
17 senators was highly unlikely from
the start, but I was hopeful that the law
would prevail.

The votes came in at 57 to 43 for
conviction...a majority, but not
enough. Seven Republican senators
joined the Democrats: Richard Burr of
North Carolina, Bill Cassidy of
Louisiana, Susan Collins of Maine, Lisa
Murkowski of Alaska, Mitt Romney of
Utah, Ben Sasse of Nebraska, and Pat
Toomey of Pennsylvania. Similar to the
House vote, this was the most
bipartisan impeachment trial in U.S.
history (BBC News, February 13).
Further, Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell came out with this
statement after he voted to acquit:
"There is no question, none, that
President Trump is practically and
morally responsible for provoking the
events of the day" (CBS News,
February 14, 2021).
Though I was not surprised by the
end result, the questions were racing
in my mind: what is the point of
impeachment when politics stands in
the way? What would it have taken to
convince 10 more Republicans to
change their votes?

As usual, I was wrong.

Canons of Construction
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Could anything have swayed
them, or is party loyalty the only thing
that matters now? If that’s true, why
do the politics of the day rule over
law? What precedent does this trial
set?
One thing I think this impeachment
makes clear is that impeachment is a
political process that appears to be a
legal one. The Senate is not bound by
legal precedents, even those set out
by the United States Supreme Court. It
is also not bound by any rules of
evidence. The Senate gets to set its
own rules, and those rules often reflect
political agendas. For instance, in this
trial, commentators speculated that
there were no witnesses called
because both parties knew acquittal
was likely and did not want to waste
time on a longer trial.

Canons of Construction

If a president’s political conviction
has legal consequences (removal from
office, or in this case, prevention from
holding office in the future), this puts
the law at the mercy of politics. My
opinion is that this has implications for
the rule of law and potentially allows a
president’s illegal actions to go
unchecked. Arguably, the Department
of Justice has the power to initiate
criminal charges against President
Trump; however, this process is also
subject to the current Administration
having the political will to proceed in
that direction.
A president should not be above
the law, and neither should politics.
Unfortunately, I think this is the current
reality of impeachment.
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ALBERTA COVID-19 UPDATE
By: Illya Shcherba (2L)

As I'm writing this, Alberta has vaccinated slightly less than 5% of its population, and the
active number of Covid-19 cases in Alberta has fallen dramatically since the second
wave, alongside hospitalizations, which have fallen from about 900 to 251. Things are
sort of looking good. Well, at least they're looking better than they were before.
Vaccines are rolling out—albeit slowly, but they’re coming! However, the good
news must be contextualized, as even though hospitalizations have fallen quite
dramatically, the number of new cases reported daily has gotten a slight uptick as the
number of new cases reported seems to hover around the 350 mark—which is still
quite a lot of cases. So, the virus is not going away soon, and transmission is still
occurring at a high rate, which likely will continue to elevate due to the increased
prevalence of the more transmissible and more vaccine-resistant UK variant, of which
Alberta currently has 350 reported cases.

So, while there is good news,
going back to our “normal” lives
before COVID-19 will take quite a
while. Public health officials and other
experts have warned that due to the
prevalence of the new variants, we
might be due for a third wave,
particularly if people become
complacent in their efforts to curb
virus spread. Plus, as the new variants
are vaccine resistant, I think there is a
strong case to be made for focusing
on reducing cases now, to ensure that
less of the COVID-19 variants spread
both now and later.
Instead, the Alberta “A Path
Forward” roadmap outlines the
province’s plans to ease restrictions
over the coming months. Three weeks
must pass between each step as well
to allow the government to assess the
impact each phase has had on cases.
Canons of Construction

On March 1st, the province moved
to phase two, and depending on the
number of hospitalizations, on the
22nd of March, the province might
consider phase three. Step one
required less than 600
hospitalizations, and for the
subsequent stages, hospitalizations
must be lower than 450, then 300,
150, etc.
I really hope that the back to
normal plan is successful. It feels great
knowing that the things I used to do
are gradually coming back, especially
as I’ve been longing to go to a music
concert or travel, or really do anything
other than stare at my screen for 12+
hours a day. However, I fear that trying
to push forward too fast could
potentially be troublesome, and will
ultimately further delay a return to our
normal lives.
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KOREAN FILMS BEYOND PARASITE
By: Monica Oh (2L)

I always preferred watching TV shows over movies. I thought character and plot
development was better fleshed out over a series than in a few hours. This has changed
in the past few years as I started to watch a wider variety of films in theatres (So like, not
only blockbusters). Now, due to the increased time spent indoors and the fact that I’ve
watched almost every show on Netflix, my film consumption has increased significantly.
As a result, I’ve really come to appreciate film.
Korean film broke into the western market in a major way when Bong Joon-Ho’s
“Parasite” won the Palme d’Or in 2019. It made even bigger waves when it received the
Academy Award for Best Picture (in addition to a whole slew of other accolades). To
sum it up, the west seems to really like this film.
The history of Korean cinema is vibrant, and there are many other great films. I want
to introduce three Korean films that I’ve watched/re-watched recently. You definitely
don’t need to know anything about Korea to enjoy these films. I could write pages
about each of these, but I’ll try to keep it uber-short -- summarizing the plot,
cinematography, some personal insights and a TLDR for each. If you liked Parasite,
consider giving these a watch!

Oldboy (2003)
PARK CHAN-WOOK

CW: Extreme violence, Gore, Graphic Sexual
Imagery/Content

This is a story about revenge. Oh
Dal-Su wakes up in a “hotel” of sorts
where he’s been suddenly
imprisoned. Why? Neither you nor he
have the faintest clue. I felt like I was
tagging alongside Oh after his release
in his dogged pursuit of answers.
Who’s done this to him and more
importantly, why?
One of the best scenes of the film
is a fight scene filmed in a single,
long, tracking shot. Apparently it took
17 takes to get right, but the work was
definitely worth it. It makes for a fluid
scene that allows us to see Oh’s pent
up rage released in a controlled,
methodical, yet forceful way.
Canons of Construction
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I don’t want to spoil anything, and in the interest of keeping this short I’ll end on a
cryptic TLDR: The plot only got better, the grittiness intensified sharply, and the climax
was (personally) an ABSOLUTE SHOCKER. Seriously, my mouth was agape for the
latter half of the film. If you like Parasite/Get Out/Tarantino give Oldboy a watch.

Peppermint Candy (1999)
LEE CHANG-DONG

CW: Suicide, Violence, Graphic Sexual Imagery+Content

Want to see the utter and total descent of a
once young and hopeful man? Peppermint
Candy starts with Kim Yong-ho in a
despondent and wretched state leading to
his suicide. Right at the beginning? Yeah,
right at the beginning. For the rest of the
film, it’s slowly – painstakingly slowly –
revealed to the viewer in a piecemeal
fashion what drove him to this state.
Canons of Construction
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The cinematography and visual imagery was striking. A running metaphor is that of a
train (not unlike the one that Yong-ho ends his life with) and lush countryside scenery
both which invoke a sense of nostalgia while also making it feel like you’re travelling
back to your hometown. Which in a sense, we are. We’re going back to what drives this
man to the edge. At the same time, we're gently reminded that while many paths or
tracks may exist - it can sometimes feel like the path we're on is pre-determined. Is it
possible to change, or cross the tracks? How and when? At which crossroads (if any)
do the junctures of Yong-ho's life change and was it inevitable? To me, this expressed
Yong-ho's sense of futility.

Again, I’m keeping these short, but I would say this is one of the most thoughtprovoking films I watched last year. I thought about it and Yong-Ho for at least a week.
Canons of Construction
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TLDR: Uncover what drives a man to take his own life – Cultural and historical factors
tear at the ragged edges of his identity. Shot through a nostalgic, focused, lens with
sun-faded colours and a story that drips, rather than gushes into your mind, Peppermint
Candy may keep you up for a few nights.

Minari (2020)
LEE ISAAC CHUNG
This is actually an American-produced
film, but I’ll include it in this list. Set in 1980’s
America, you join a Korean first-generation
immigrant couple as they move with their
children to rural Arkansas to start a farm
specializing in Korean agriculture – minari is
a kind of Korean vegetable.
Familiar face Steve Yeun (Walking
Dead) plays Jacob - the headstrong and
stubborn father figure who leads the Yi
family with his dream of being self-sufficient
off his own farm, on his own land. Through
the curious eyes of his son David, we get
introduced to more family members (like
the hilarious Granny) and friends as the film
goes on, reflecting the difficulties and
reluctance many immigrant families
experience when settling into communities,
and keeping old ties.

The quiet and serene setting emanates hope, but also endless possibility. Wide, quiet
shots enhance the rural setting and give us the idea of how big and ambitious Jacob’s dream
is and how much more potential the Yi family has to fill their lives. I’ll be honest, the film built
slowly – almost too slowly. But by the end, I found this had the effect of endearing me to the
Yi family and the various band of characters in their periphery. This made the climax much
more emotional than I expected.
Canons of Construction
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For much of the beginning and
middle of the film, we don’t seem
to get too much plot; Jacob and
Monica are parents of few words
and farm work is quiet and slowmoving. Instead, all these little
moments are harvested in the
climax - guarded emotions unleash
and the prior reticent serenity
makes sense.
As the daughter of a first-generation Korean immigrant, this film resonated with me
on a personal level – albeit through a different perspective. I think many children of
immigrants may feel similar emotional tugstrings pulled throughout, and others will find
the Yi family and hardworking Jacob’s dream to grow on you.
TLDR: Either way, watching Minari felt like you were unsure whether you were
friends with the Yi family or not until something happens and you realize the strength
and love there is in silence, implicit trust, and respect.
Canons of Construction
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MUSIC I'VE BEEN ENJOYING RECENTLY
By: Nicholas Siennicki & Rebecca Zhang

With the start of a new year, there isn’t much new music to talk about. So
instead, enjoy some enjoyable tunes to help you get by until something that’s
“album of the year” material decides to pop up.
ALBUMS
Rebecca:
Arlo Parks - Collapsed in Sunbeams: The only album on this list that came out in
2021. A pleasant, gentle, and honest album that will feel like it’s giving you an
emotional hug.
The Flaming Lips - Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots: Ever wondered what a
concept album about a young girl fighting murderous robots mixed with the
psychedelic influence of Pink Floyd would sound like? Give this album a try and
you’ll find out.
Deerhunter - Microcastle: An album that perfectly captures the angsty,
nostalgia-drenched music scene of the early 2000’s. Listen for some moody “I
don’t care” type of vibes.
Say Lou Lou - Immortelle: A short and sweet album with super lush
instrumentals if you’re in the mood for dreamy pop and catchy songs.
Mount Eerie - Wind’s Poem: A lo-fi, gloomy album for days when you’re feeling
down and want to sit with your feelings for a bit.
Julee Cruise - Floating into the Night: If you love Twin Peaks or just the
atmosphere of murder mysteries in general, this album does a solid job of being
mysterious, spooky, and dreamy.
Nic’s mentions:
“For Those That Wish to Exist” - Architects: This album may be getting
mediocre reviews from br00tal fans, but high accessibility allows the album to
shine in a different way than their previous outings.
“OK Human” - Weezer: Continuing their recent trend of putting out one great
album after a few truly awful ones.
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SONGS
Nic: Almost Exclusively Sad Comfort Music
“Saturday City” - Blood Command: It’s an energetic bop of a song that’s more
accessible than some of their older stuff.
“drivers license” - Olivia Rodrigo: Okay, hear me out. This is an amazing trip down
nostalgia avenue to your first heartbreak. The song is specific and unique enough to
really wrap you up in the feelies.
“(*fin)” - Anberlin: I keep coming back to this 10+ year old song. It’s just gorgeous,
layered, ethereal and epic in scope while still feeling remarkably grounded.
“So Cold” - Ben Cocks: Show me more sadly beautiful use of "whoas." I’ll wait.
“Dirty Mouth” - Alice Phoebe Lou: This song is both uncomplicated and complex. It
has huge changes but feels entirely predictable. I love it and I don’t feel anything about
it.
“Looking Tragic” - AFI: Less the "staring into the void of age and passing" of their
recent work and more a call-back to their mid 2000s style (you know, when they were
huge).
“Can’t Help Falling in Love” - Ice Nine Kills: I still can’t decide if I like this song, but I
admire that someone did an almost entirely drum-driven cover of the iconic song.
Rebecca’s Mentions:
“Atlantic” - The Weather Station: A beautiful, highly relatable song if you’re
experiencing anxiety about the current state of the world.
"Bags” - Clairo: Nostalgic, sad girl vibes only.
“Cruel Summer” - Taylor Swift: Forget the fact that we’re in the dead of winter by
listening to a song about sugary sweet summer love.
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AN EDMONTON EVOLUTION
By: Chloe Campbell (1L)

Edmonton’s professional football team is
currently in a period of unprecedented
transition, and not just because the CFL is
working toward a return-to-play in light of
COVID-19.
The temporarily-termed “EE Football
Team” dropped their longtime moniker in
mid-July and eradicated a nickname that
dates back to as early as 1910 in the
Alberta Rugby Football Union.
According to Janice Agrios, the Chair of
the team’s Board of Directors, it was time
to abolish a name that some associate
with insensitivity at best and racism at
worst when it comes to the Inuit
community.
“We know that those who originally
named the team did not intend to be
disrespectful or derogatory,” Agrios
explained. “They were proud to associate
themselves with such a resilient Northern
people. The alliteration of the two words,
our northern location – the name felt like a
natural fit. However, while we might relate
to Inuit values, that doesn’t mean we can
continue to use this name.
”Edmonton has targeted early spring 2021
as to when they would like to introduce a
new name. This process – which will need
to include merchandise, signage,
uniforms, letterhead, digital assets, and the
like – will cost over $1 million. Their
intention is to keep their iconic logo and
colours.
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Naturally, the question becomes what
that new nickname will be. The team
accepted online submissions in late
November to gather suggestions and
then revealed the final seven choices. In
order, they are as follows: Evergreens,
Eagles, Elkhounds, Eclipse, Elk, Evergolds,
and Elements.
But a revamped corporate identity isn’t
the only change taking place. That’s
because, on January 25, Scott Milanovich
resigned as head coach to accept a
position in the NFL.
The one-time sideline boss of the Toronto
Argonauts is headed to the Indianapolis
Colts as their new quarterbacks coach.
He will be reunited with the Colts’ new
offensive coordinator, Marcus Brady, who
first worked with Milanovich in the threedown league back in 2007 when Brady
was a Montreal Alouettes quarterback
and Milanovich was his position coach.
This time around, it will be Milanovich
working under Brady.
Milanovich was hired by Edmonton
following the 2019 campaign but never
coached a game for the Green and Gold
due to last year’s cancelled season.
“Part of my job is to always be ready for a
situation like this,” said Edmonton general
manager Brock Sunderland. “I’ve learned
in my lifetime being around pro football
to always expect the unexpected. It’s
happened, and now our due-diligence
and our job is to go find the next head
coach for the Edmonton Football Team
and that’s what my focus is on.”
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MARCH/APRIL CROSSWORD
By: Cailey Severson (2L)
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FAMILY PROBLEMS OF THE UBER-RICH
By: Alexis Neuman (2L)

Introduction
Let me preface this article upfront: I do not have a marketing degree; I don’t
understand the science (if you can characterize it as that) of how to entice
someone to purchase something. Nonetheless as a human being, even I realized
that the Postmedia’s marketing attempts may have been astray when in the mail, I,
a 20-something law student with absolutely no experience running a multinational
business, received a copy of their Report on Business magazine. The cover declared
that in 2020 there are 4 million CEOs who are just like me! How weird, I thought, as I
absolutely have no authority over anyone, let alone a corporation. Report on Business
was nevertheless a fascinating read. It had articles on whether you can force your
employees to turn on their cameras during a Zoom meeting (the answer is yes and the
irony that this was alongside an article on how to elevate employee satisfaction was far
from lost on me) alongside advertisements of chartering a private jet, Canadian
boarding schools and purchasing real estate in Toronto starting from a mere $10 million.
My personal favourite though was the advertisement about sending your children to
finish high school in Switzerland. How much does it cost to live in Switzerland you may
ask? Well three Swiss cities make the top 10 list of the world’s most expensive places to
live and combining the cost of a one-bedroom apartment with food is only around
$4,750 CAD per month - I can only imagine what they would pay their articling
students.
I remember reading before starting
law school that for many, becoming
lawyers will elevate them into a new
socioeconomic class. For some of you
this may have been the primary
motivation for applying to law school,
but reading this magazine made me
realize that no matter how hard I work
I will probably never tap into this finite
segment of the population that never
worries about money.
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The 1%
When you look at a list of the
Fortune 500 companies the top slot is
not occupied by the highest valued
brand in the world, Apple, but
Walmart. No disrespect to Walmart,
but they are not what comes to mind
when I think about the leaders of the
global economy as assessed by their
sales, profits, assets, market value and
employees. During law school we are
often taught to divorce the client from
the emotional attachments people
who run the corporation might have this is what incorporation achieves and
a tacit for your own mental sanity. This
perspective has ramifications into the
public’s perception of these
corporations too though; when we
think of Apple or Google we do not
think of the people behind the
company but the products that they
create.
The ignorance of the people in
charge might be more harmful than
living in ignorant bliss. Behind Walmart
lies the majority shareholders Waltons
with a cumulative net worth estimated
at $250 billion dollars. In contrast, Jeff
Bezos is currently worth $190 billion
and is constantly vying for the richest
person in the world. The truth is that
many companies that we interact with
daily, whether from the natural
resources we use to power our houses
to candy bars we eat, are controlled
by powerful families that we know
next to nothing about. Take the Koch
family, the beneficiaries of a privately
owned oil company worth almost $125
billion.
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Even Canadians have our own family
of extreme wealth, the Thomsons of
Thomson Reuters and good ol’ TWEN,
estimated in 2019 to be worth $39.1
billion.

These families play a vital role in
how we function but are extremely
private, and probably for good reason.
Occasionally through court
proceedings or public statements that
might be used to try and promote
settlements though we gain insight
into their dirty laundry that almost
makes you feel bad for them, that is
until you remember that they’re still
worth millions. I will explore two
different famous family disputes that
have concluded, the Koch brothers
and the Hyatt heiress, before looking
to the future to look at a likely
emergent battle in the next few years
with the Murdoch Fox News which
has connections to everyone’s
favourite pastime: watching endless
hours of television.
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The Koch Brothers
Until I started researching for this
article I had never heard of Koch
Industries despite them having $115
billion in revenue for 2019. As one of
the Koch family members notes, “my
joke is that we’re the biggest company
you’ve never heard of”. It’s an
incredibly impressive feat that Koch
Industries is unknown - given that it
has its hands in almost everything.
They are the largest land owner of any
non-Canadian company in the
Athabasca oil sands, have both a
pipeline and refinery company (take
Energy Law next year to learn why
that is beneficial), own their own cattle
company, produce technical
equipment for the arms industry and
have their own public interest
segment that is known to be highly
influential in US politics. It’s tiring just
to think about.

Following the death of the patriarch
Fred Koch in 1967, 4 brothers
controlled the Koch fortune: William,
Frederick, Charles and David. As
COVID-19 has any of us with siblings
living at home, you will eventually
want to kill them at least one point.
The Koch family is no exception, just
with a lot more money. Like any
company going through a transition
from a larger-than-life leader, Koch
Industries was in a struggle for power.
William sought to gain control of the
company and in doing so wanted to
kick his brothers to the door. That
backfired massively, leaving him
without a job but retaining a significant
share of the company. So he decided
to sell. In combination with his other
brother Frederick, they sold their
shares to Charles and David for $700
million dollars. Although most people
would be satisfied with that wealth,
they decided it was not enough and
spent 18 years suing saying that
Charles and David had shorted them.
At this point if you are Charles and
David you are over the moon, the 86%
shareholders of a company worth
almost $125 billion that they began to
build into political dominance
becoming powerhouses in the 21st
century. This included hosting a
$50,000 per person fundraiser for
Mitt Romney during the 2012
presidential election.
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Paradise did not last forever though. In
2018 the brothers had turned on one
another again. Although David was
largely regarded as the brains behind
both Koch Industries’ expansion into
new domains increasing their revenue
and political dominance, he is
rumoured to have been kicked out by
his own brother through a “wink, and a
nod, and a nudge.” David died in 2019
worth $48 billion, while his twin
William (yes he probably screwed
over the twin he shared the womb
with) has a measly $1.8 billion.

Hotel Heiress
Remember hotels? While today
they are more likely used to serve as
living quarters for NHL players during
a quarantine bubble described by
them as similar to prisons, a lot of hotel
empires are also owned by families.
One of the most well-known are the
Hiltons, mostly thanks to Paris Hilton
and the Simple Life that aired in the
2000s. But another family embattled
in scandal over money are the
Pritzkers, the family with the more
billionaires than any other. Owners of
the Hyatt Hotel Corporation, a
segment of the Pritzker family consists
of siblings Liesel and Matthew and
their father Robert, one half of the
brain behind the Hyatt brand.
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If you have read any family case law,
or I am guessing trust law, you will
likely be unsurprised by what
happened between this family. As
mentioned previously, Robert the
father of Liesel and Matthew was one
half of the mastermind behind the
growth of the Hyatt hotels in the
1970s. The product of Robert’s
second marriage, Liesel and
Matthew’s mother divorced Robert
subsequently receiving primary
custody. As I assume Robert was not
an individual used to losing, he
proceeded to stick his hand into the
sibling’s substantial trust funds. Robert
took it upon himself to donate the
children’s shares to the family
foundation, sold the shares for 600
times the worth effectively cheating
the siblings out of millions in a plot
where various family members would
split the company each receiving
almost $2 billion. Only Liesel and
Matthew were excluded. They sued
their father and cousins for $6 billion
but settled for $500 million each

The Murdochs: Dramatic Enough for
an Emmy
The public fascination with the
ultra-wealthy has even meant that
these legal battles are so gripping they
make good television, that show is
Succession.
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Succession highlights the fact that
extremely wealthy families are not so
different from small scale disputes that
we might have within our own family
units and thinly conceals the fact that
this is all about another famous family:
the Murdochs.

After Rupert passes away it is likely
there will be an even greater struggle
between the brothers on whether to
reconfigure NewsCorp to publish
unbiased work or continue its political
influence where it has found success
since the Trump-era politics.

While the Koch brothers were
known for their relative discretion both
in advertising the permissibility of
Koch Industries products as well as
their political influence, the Murdochs
are relatively shameless. Worth only a
measly $18 billion, the Murdochs are
the owners of NewsCorp, the owners
of Fox News
Rupert Murdoch, family patriarch,
is 89 years old and for years the family
has been surrounded by controversy
on who will take over the business,
and the potential ramifications it will
have in the political scheme. At the
heart of the battle are two sons,
Lachlan and James. James was the
favourite for years, having worked
alongside his father, but recently
renounced his position given what he
felt to be irresponsible reporting by
NewsCorp. This has left Lachlan, an
open conservative endorser of Fox
News’ approach to dramatizing
politics. Unlike the Koch brothers who
remained politically aligned, it is
becoming apparent that the same
cannot be said of the Murdochs.
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Succession fulfills the general
public’s need to look behind the veil of
these private families and speculate on
what it is like when money is not an
option. It takes the dynamics behind
the Murdoch family and blends them
with a dash of the Walt Disney
Corporation. Logan Roy is the
founder, CEO and all-around
important man for Royco, a
multinational media conglomerate.
Like Fox News, Royco runs ATN, an
openly right-wing news network
complete with their own set of hosts.
They also have movie studios,
amusement parks featuring the
scariest versions of Mickey Mouse you
have ever seen and cruise lines that
may have involved a drunk employee
being pushed overboard to her death.
Succession even has its own set of
dueling brothers to complement an
elderly father struggling to relinquish
the last grasp of control, leaving us to
wonder if this is what the Murdoch
family is actually like.
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Conclusion
Whether it be the oil you use in your car, textbooks you attempted to read during
reading week but failed to or the household products that you use, rich and powerful
families are often behind it. Although it is fun to imagine one day gracing the cover of
Report on Business as Forbes Magazine says, “big money, big problems”. Problems with
stakes high enough to create an entire television series around and ones you likely don’t
want to find yourself involved in.
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BIG CHANGES TO PRIZES AND AWARDS PROGRAM
Rod Wood, Chair
Prizes & Awards Committee

Major changes are in the works that
will affect the way law students apply for
prizes and awards. Some of these changes
are already in place while others are still
actively being developed. In terms of the
big picture, a centralized application
process will allow law students to be
considered for a wider range of awards by
completing a single computerized
University of Alberta application.
Changes to the merit-based awards
have already been implemented. Meritbased awards are those that involve some
element such as leadership or community
activity. The big news here is that we are
now using a central University of Alberta
application. This means that by completing
a single application you will be considered
for both law school specific as well as
campus wide and Government supported
awards. The Office of the Registrar has told
us that they receive proportionately fewer
applications from law students than from
students in other programs. We expect that
the common application will go a long way
towards having more of our students
considered for campus wide and
Government supported awards.

The other critical change to the meritbased awards concerns the timing. The
decisions are going to be made much
sooner. Students will get a clearer financial
picture as they will be notified of their
awards well before the start of the Fall term.
This means that the deadline for the meritbased awards is now much earlier. To be
considered for the merit-based awards, you
must complete and submit your application
on or before the April 1, 2021 deadline.
We are currently working with the
Office of the Registrar to develop a campus
wide Bursary application that will be
available in September. As with the meritbased awards, the great advantage for law
students is that a common application will
allow you to be considered for both law
specific and campus wide financial needbased bursaries. We will advise you by
email when this application becomes
available.
You do not need to complete an
application for the purely academic
scholarships or the course prizes. These will
be awarded based on grades. There are
also a few other awards, such as essay
prizes and community service grants, that
we will let you know about by email.

We will most definitely continue with some form of Prizes and Awards reception for the
recipients, donors, professors, and staff. Last year we had a virtual reception. We are open to
moving it from its traditional November date if this would allow us to have an in-person
event at the Faculty Club. At this point, it will very much depend on how quickly we can beat
COVID-19. We will let you know once we have a clearer picture.
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RULE OF PAW
By: Cailey Severson (2L)

Tiger is an 18-year-old tabby cat that,
despite his age, still loves to go
outside. He will often spend days
outside at a time. He loves to hunt
birds and squirrels and has even
caught a few, dragging them around
the house.

Four-year-old Sam's favourite
things to do are watch you
while you go about your
business, bother you for belly
rubs, or keep an ear open for
the "W" word (W-A-L-K).
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